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Abstract: Congestion in wireless sensor networks (WSNs) not only causes severe information loss but also leads to excessive
energy consumption. To address this problem, a novel scheme for congestion avoidance, detection and alleviation (CADA) in
WSNs is proposed in this paper. By exploiting data characteristics, a small number of representative nodes are chosen from those
in the event area as data sources, so that the source traffic can be suppressed proactively to avoid potential congestion. Once
congestion occurs inevitably due to traffic mergence, it will be detected in a timely way by the hotspot node based on a combination of buffer occupancy and channel utilization. Congestion is then alleviated reactively by either dynamic traffic multiplexing
or source rate regulation in accordance with the specific hotspot scenarios. Extensive simulation results under typical congestion
scenarios are presented to illuminate the distinguished performance of the proposed scheme.
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1 Introduction
Technological advances in microelectromechanical systems and wireless communications have
motivated the development of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) (Akyildiz et al., 2002; Zhang et al.,
2007). In a WSN, a large number of sensor nodes are
densely deployed in the field of interest to sense the
physical phenomenon and to report the event through
wireless links to one or more sinks. Once a target
event occurs, a sudden surge of data traffic will be
triggered by all sensor nodes in the event area, which
may easily lead to network congestion when offered
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traffic load exceeds practical network capacity (Gupta
and Kumar, 2000).
Congestion in WSNs has negative impacts on
network performance and application objective, i.e.,
indiscriminate packet loss, increased packet delay,
wasted node energy and severe fidelity degradation.
However, some unique characteristics of WSNs, such
as constrained resources, interference-coupled paths
and the lack of centralized coordination, make the
congestion problem in WSNs more challenging than
in traditional networks. Moreover, congestion control
in WSNs has to consider not only the network capacity, but also the application requirements on information fidelity (Zhou et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2008).
To address these challenges, a simple yet effective scheme CADA (congestion avoidance, detection
and alleviation) is proposed in this paper. As its name
implies, the scheme contains relevant mechanisms for
avoiding congestion proactively, detecting congestion
timely and alleviating congestion reactively. Control
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operations are performed by sensor nodes in a distributed manner without requiring for sinks’ participation. Simulation results validate the distinguished
performance in several aspects of the scheme.

2 Related works
In literature, many congestion control schemes
have been proposed for wireless ad-hoc networks
(Chen et al., 2006; Yu and Giannakis, 2009). However, these works involve complicated computation
for resource allocation and utilization, which renders
their application impractical for resource-constrained
WSNs. Meanwhile, they did not take the data fidelity
requirements into consideration when performing the
control operations.
In recent years, several new congestion control
solutions have been studied for WSNs (Fang et al.,
2008). Among them, some prior work focuses on
traffic reduction for congestion control in the WSN.
Congestion detection and avoidance (CODA) (Wan et
al., 2003) is the first detailed investigation on congestion control in WSNs, which combines local
backpressure techniques and centralized sink-tosensors notifications but is not specifically concerned
with different classes of traffic flows. Congestion
control and fairness (CCF) (Cheng and Bajcsy, 2004)
controls congestion in a hop-by-hop manner and each
node adjusts rate based on its available service rate
and child node number. However, the rate adjustment
in CCF relies only on packet service time, which
could lead to low utilization when some nodes do not
have enough traffic or the packet error rate is high. In
event-to-sink reliable transport (ESRT) (Akan and
Akyildiz, 2005), the sink is required to regulate the
source reporting rate in an undifferentiated manner by
broadcasting control messages to all source nodes.
The underlying assumption is that a sink can reach all
nodes via a high-energy one-hop broadcast, which is
not practical for a large-scale sensor network. Congestion control for sensor networks (CONCERT)
(Galluccio et al., 2005) uses the adaptive dataaggregation technique to reduce the amount of information traveling throughout the network. This
leverages a unique characteristic of WSNs to handle
the congestion problem. Interference-minimized
multipath routing (I2MR) (Teo et al., 2008) integrates

source rate adaptation and multipath routing for
congestion control in WSNs. Learning automatabased congestion avoidance scheme (LACAS) (Misra
et al., 2009) avoids congestion by using a learning
automata based approach. It adaptively makes the
data packet arrival rate in the nodes equal to the
transmitting rate, so that the occurrence of congestion
in the node can be seamlessly avoided. However, it
must be noted that pure traffic reduction could impose
a negative impact on data fidelity.
Apart from the schemes based on traffic control,
there have been attempts to explore other mechanisms
for congestion alleviation in WSNs. Siphon (Wan et
al., 2005) proposes to add multi-radio virtual sinks to
the network as a means of dealing with congestion.
When congestion occurs, Siphon redirects traffic off
the primary low-power radio network and onto the
overlay network with long-range radio. The cost for
adding and using the long-range radio is not negligible. Biased geographical routing (BGR) (Popa et al.,
2006) is a geographic routing that reactively split
traffic during congestion. However, the bias, which
determines how far the trajectory of splitting traffic
will deviate from the original path, is randomly chosen and could make congestion worse under some
situations. In contrast, topology-aware resource
adaption (TARA) (Kang et al., 2007) adopts different
traffic multiplexing strategies depending on specific
topologies. It requires knowledge about the local and
the end-to-end topology for capacity estimation,
which causes too high an overhead for a large-scale
network. Congestion aware routing (CAR) (Kumar et
al., 2008) proposes to use a priority aware routing
protocol with data prioritization to alleviate congestion. Congestion zones are dedicated for high priority
data while other data can only be routed out of the
congestion zones. Multiple sinks are required to be
deployed on the area border for gathering data with
different priorities.

3 Congestion control in WSN
A WSN composed of a large number of sensor
nodes and a set of sinks in an interested area is considered in this work. Sensor nodes are randomly distributed in the area and remain stationary after deployment. All of them have similar capabilities and
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equal significance. However, they are constrained in
memory space, processing capability, communication
bandwidth and energy storage. Sensor nodes and the
sink communicate via bidirectional multihop wireless
links. Sinks are uniformly scattered across the sensing
field. They have more powerful resources to perform
data gathering and network management tasks. For
the same reason as described in (Wan et al., 2003;
Eisenman and Campbell, 2007), all nodes are assumed to implement a carrier sense multiple access
(CSMA)-like medium access control (MAC) protocol
for data transmission. According to some preset rules
(such as event signal type and event spot location), the
source node can assign a corresponding priority to its
packets based on the importance of the event to be
reported (Kumar et al., 2008). Traffic flows initiated
will remain active long enough to contribute to
changes in the network load.
3.1 Congestion scenarios in WSNs
Consider a WSN consisting of a relatively large
number of sensor nodes that collectively transmit
sensory data to a small number of sinks. If no control
mechanism is adopted in the transmission, congestion
hotspots would probably form in the network when
offered traffic load exceeds practical network capacity. Generally, there exist three typical hotspot scenarios in WSNs, which are described as follows:
1. Source hotspot (Fig. 1a): The occurrence of an
event will be detected by all nodes whose sensing
ranges cover the event spot. If all these nodes perform
as sources to transmit data towards the sink, a traffic
hotspot may quickly form around that event spot.
Furthermore, uncontrolled initiation of traffic from
sources in this manner could also increase the probability of formation of the following hotspots.
2. Convergence hotspot (Fig. 1b): A sink can
subscribe sensing services provided by sensor nodes
at different locations in the area. The multi-hop and
many-to-one nature of data traffic in the WSN lead to
increased traffic intensity as data packets move closer
towards the sink. Thus, congestion may be caused by
traffic convergence near the sink (Wan et al., 2005).
3. Intersection hotspot (Fig. 1c): The presence of
multiple sinks (Das and Dutta, 2005) can result in
traffic intersection in the network. Due to the excess
of the aggregate traffic load, the intersection nodes
can also become congested hotspots.

Source node

(a)

Non-source node

Sink node

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1 The hot spot scenarios
(a) Source hotspot; (b) Convergence hotspot; (c) Intersection hotspot

Each of these scenarios is harmful to the operations of a WSN. In the following subsections, we will
elaborate on the CADA design for handling congestion problems in WSNs.
3.2 Congestion avoidance in CADA
The main objective of the WSN is to reliably
obtain event information from the collective reports
provided by relevant sensor nodes in the event area.
To achieve this goal, it may not be necessary for every
sensor node that detects the same event to report to
the sink independently. Instead, a subset of nodes,
referred to as representative nodes, can be chosen to
become data sources as long as acceptable data fidelity can be achieved at the sink (Vuran and Akyildiz,
2006). That is, the other nodes generating redundant
or inaccurate data are suppressed from reporting to
the sink. Therefore, the overall traffic load from the
event area can be properly reduced, which in turn
reduces the congestion probability (Kang et al.,
2007).
Before describing design details, the criteria for
choosing representative nodes are investigated.
Criterion 1 (Data accuracy) The sensor works by
measuring the energy of signal emitted by the target.
Suppose sensor node i is di away from the event spot.
The signal power it measures can be given by
X i = S ⋅ di − k + ni , 1 ≤ i ≤ N ,

(1)

where S is the (unknown) target signal power, k is the
(known) attenuation coefficient, and ni is the white
Gaussian noise with zero-mean and variance σ2 (Chen
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et al., 2004). From Eq. (1), the farther a node is from
the target, the more likely its data accuracy would be
affected by the noise. Therefore, sensor nodes that are
far away from the event spot should be prevented
from reporting data to the sink (Zhao et al., 2007).
The threshold distance, Dt, can be determined through
experiments before network deployment.
Criterion 2 (Data redundancy) Due to high density
in the network topology, spatially proximal sensor
observations are highly correlated, which results in
considerable data redundancy in the network. The
spatial correlation can be modeled as a non-negative,
monotonically decreasing function of the internode
distance d, with limiting values of 1 at d=0 and of 0 at
d=∞ (Berger et al., 2001). Instead of letting all nodes
in the event area report simultaneously, representative
nodes that are farther apart from each other can be
chosen as data sources. The threshold of the correlation degree, Ct, should be preset according to the
fidelity requirement. A smaller threshold value increases the observation fidelity, but it also increases
the number of representative nodes as well as incurs
higher traffic load and more energy consumption.
To sum up, a node i in the representative node set
P must fulfill the following requirements:
i ∈ P iff ∀j ∈ P, d i ≤ Dt , C (i, j ) ≤ Ct .

(2)

Due to resource constraints and scalability issues,
the centralized solutions for representative node selection (Vuran and Akyildiz, 2006; Liu et al., 2007)
are impractical in WSNs. Hence, we propose a distributed node selection algorithm in CADA, as shown
in Fig. 2.

Source node

Non-source node

Sink node

Fig. 2 Representative node selection in the event area

1. When an event occurs, all sensor nodes located in the range of [0, Dt] keep on sensing for a
short period of time t1. Each of them generates a time
series of sampling data with series length L.
2. Each node sets a back-off timer for announcing itself to be a representative node. Ideally, a node
has a higher priority than its neighbors, if it is closer
to the event spot and has more residual energy. Thus,
the back-off time of node i, Ti, can be given as

⎡
d
⎛ e
Ti = ⎢Wd ⋅ i + We ⋅ ⎜1 − i
Dt
e
⎝
⎣

⎤
⎞
⎟ + Wr ⋅ r ⎥ ⋅ t2，
⎠
⎦

(3)

where the weights satisfy
Wd+We+Wr=1, Wd>We>Wr.

(4)

In Eq. (3), ei is the current residual energy at node i, e
is a reference maximum energy (corresponding to a
fully charged battery), and r is a random value uniformly distributed in the range (0, 1).
3. When the back-off timer expires, the sensor
node announces itself to be a representative node by
broadcasting a message containing the sampled data
series. If by the time the timer expires this node
overhears a broadcast message from its neighbors, it
calculates the correlation degree between the received
data series and that of its own. For two data series X
and Y, the correlation degree is
L

C XY =

∑( X
i =1

i

− E ( X ) ) ⋅ (Yi − E (Y ) )

L ⋅ E ( X 2 ) − E 2 ( X ) ⋅ E (Y 2 ) − E 2 (Y )

. (5)

Eq. (5) is derived from the textbook definition of the
correlation between two series (Casella and Berger,
2001; Gedik et al., 2007). Note that 0≤CXY≤1, with 0
and 1 representing the weakest and strongest correlations, respectively. If the node finds CXY≥Ct, it cancels
its timer and will not be a data source afterwards; otherwise, the overheard message is ignored by this node.
To reduce the computational overhead, CXY is calculated only if the distance between two nodes is greater
than a given distance threshold (Liu et al., 2007).
4. Each sensor node in the event area maintains
another timer for updating the set of representative
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nodes periodically. When this update timer expires,
the above steps are repeated to select a new collection
of representative nodes. The node updating balances
the workload distribution among all sensor nodes in
the event area, and can also guarantee the observation
fidelity in case of node failure or event change.
The node selection algorithm presented above is
completely distributed. Suppose there are n nodes in
an event area. This algorithm has a worst-case time
complexity of O(n) and a worst-case message exchange complexity of O(1) per node, i.e., O(n) for all
nodes in the event area.
By choosing a number of representative nodes to
be data sources, the source traffic can be suppressed
to avoid potential congestion without degrading the
fidelity achieved at the sink. Meanwhile, the traffic
reduction decreases not only interference, contention
and collision in the wireless medium, but also energy
consumption for data packet transmission. However,
it is only a proactive method for congestion avoidance.
Multiple simultaneous traffic flows originated from
different event areas might occasionally induce congestion due to gradually traffic merging on the routing
paths (Kang et al., 2007). More work should be done
for congestion detection and alleviation.
3.3 Congestion types in WSNs

Congestion in WSNs is slightly different from
that of wired network. Two types of congestion can
generally occur in WSNs (Cheng and Bajcsy, 2004):
1. Node-level congestion: Within a particular
node, the buffer used to hold packets to be transmitted
overflows. This is the conventional definition of
congestion in a wired network. This type of congestion can result in increased queuing delay, indiscriminate packet loss and additional retransmission
overhead.
2. Link-level congestion: In a particular area,
severe collisions could occur when multiple active
sensor nodes within range of one another attempt to
transmit simultaneously. Packets that leave the buffer
might fail to reach the next hop as a result of collision.
This type of congestion decreases both link utilization
and overall throughput, while increasing both packet
delay and energy waste.
It is possible to have node- and link-level congestion occurring at the same time in a WSN. Both of
them have direct impacts on network performance
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and application objective. Thus, the onset of congestion must be predicted in advance or detected in time
so that it can be alleviated thereafter.
3.4 Congestion detection in CADA

For effective and efficient congestion control, it
is necessary to accurately measure the congestion
level in hotspot areas. In CADA, a node’s congestion
level is measured by an aggregation of the two metrics: buffer occupancy and channel utilization (Hull
et al., 2004; Kang et al., 2007).
1. Buffer occupancy monitoring: A sensor node
periodically checks for the buffer occupancy and its
growth trend. Let bk and bk−1 be the buffer occupancy
at the end of kth and (k−1)th intervals respectively.
The increment Δbk can be calculated by an exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) approach
with bk and bk−1, that is

Δbk = (1 − w) ⋅ Δbk −1 + w ⋅ (bk − bk −1 )，

(6)

where 0<w<1 is the EWMA factor. If bk+Δbk exceeds
the high watermark of buffer size, the sensor node
infers that it will experience the node-level congestion in the next interval.
2. Channel utilization sampling: A sensor node is
triggered to measure the channel loading when its
buffer is not empty, as was done in CODA (Wan et al.,
2003). If the node finds that the packet delivery ratio
decreases drastically while the local channel loading
reaches the maximum achievable channel utilization,
it infers the onset of congestion. Interested readers
can also refer to Wan et al. (2003) for further details.
3.5 Congestion alleviation in CADA

Intuitively, there are two general methodologies
for alleviating congestion in WSNs: resource control
or traffic control (Kang et al., 2007). The first method
tries to alleviate congestion by exploiting available
network resources to transiently accommodate the
traffic surge. For example, detour paths can be established to redirect some traffic away from the traffic
hotspot. This method does not affect data reporting at
source nodes, so the information fidelity may be well
maintained at the sink. However, it is not suitable for
the case of convergence hotspot, since congestion
may reappear somewhere nearer to the sink. Unlike
resource control, traffic control implies that it will
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alleviate congestion by adjusting the traffic rate at the
source nodes or the intermediate nodes. This method
is more effective and feasible when resource control
is not applicable, but might degrade the information
fidelity at the sink to some extent.
The above two methodologies are both adopted
in CADA for congestion alleviation. Each node keeps
track of the state information of the incoming traffic,
denoted as ∑fi→j (i∈{source}, j∈{sink}), by which
the node can judge the hotspot type when in congestion. Generally, the congestion in an intersection
hotspot (|{j|∃fi→j}|>1) is mitigated by resource control,
while the congestion in a convergence hotspot
(|{j|∃fi→j}|=1) is mitigated by traffic control.
3.5.1 Resource control in CADA
Building multiplexing paths for redirecting traffic to bypass the hotspot is a challenging task. If the
detour path is too close to the congestion area, it can
further interfere with the already bad congestion. In
the wireless network, the interference range of a node
is typically at least twice as large as its transmission
range. Therefore, the detour path has to be located at
least two hops away from the original intersecting
traffic (Jain et al., 2003). However, if the detour path
is too far away, the packet delivery latency and the
energy consumption will increase accordingly.
The traffic multiplexing process is described as
follows and also illustrated with the example scenario
in Fig. 3. Initially, the congested node selects the
upstream neighbor that injects the most packets, and
sends a congestion-to-distributor (C2D) control
message to that neighbor node. The C2D message is
propagated until it reaches the upstream node two
Detour path

………
2D

Distributor

M

2M
D

C2D
D2C

C2I

...

I2 M

Merger

Intersection segment

C2D: congestion-to-distributor; D2C: distributor-to-congestion;
C2I: congestion-to-intersection; I2M: intersection-to-merger;
M2D: merger-to-distributor; D2M: distributor-to-merger

Fig. 3 Illustration of resource control in CADA

hops away from the congested node. That upstream
node will then become the traffic distributor, and send
a distributor-to-congestion (D2C) control message
back to the congested node. The D2C message contains the ID s of the sink to which traffic packets with
the lowest priority are destined. If the D2C message
fails in transmission, the congested node will retry for
several times. Otherwise, it will start to locate a traffic
merger by sending a congestion-to-intersection (C2I)
control message to the sink s.
The C2I message is propagated along the traffic
intersection segment, which includes all the nodes the
intersecting flows have in common on their routing
paths. This message records the total hop count of the
segment h, which is updated by all forwarding nodes.
When the node at the end of the intersection segment
receives this message, it broadcasts the message and
stops forwarding. Then the node sends an intersection-to-merger (I2M) control message to the downstream node that is located two hops away on the split
routing path to the sink s. That downstream node will
become the traffic merger.
The traffic merger tries to establish the detour
path by locally flooding a merger-to-distributor (M2D)
control message towards the distributor. The TTL of
this message is set as α·h, where α>1 is preset according to the node density. To avoid the interference
between the detour path and the original path, it is
required that all nodes overhearing the C2I message
transmission broadcast a special C2I message with
TTL=0. Then the nodes that have received the C2I
message or are already on the original path ignore the
received M2D messages, so they will not be involved
in the detour path. When an M2D message reaches the
distributor, a candidate detour path can be established.
The distributor chooses a best path from multiple
candidate paths by sending a distributor-to-merger
(D2M) control message towards to merger through
the selected path. To alleviate congestion, the distributor can split the traffic and routed packets with
relatively low priority via the detour path.
To improve control efficiency for the congestion,
it is necessary to require that all the control messages
with the highest priority be processed ahead of the
other packets by the intermediate nodes.
All the information maintained by each node for
resource control is based on soft-state with the control
timer. The timer at each node silently expires except
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for the distributor. In some cases, if the network fails
to find an available detour path due to some reason,
the distributor will send a D2C message to notify the
congested node of this failure. In some other cases,
the aggregate traffic load may be so high that the
congestion cannot be resolved completely by traffic
multiplexing. In these two cases, the network can
resort to only the traffic control approach, which is
presented in the next subsection.
3.5.2 Traffic control in CADA
Whenever a congested node determines to apply
traffic control to current data sources, it piggybacks a
binary feedback Cg and the ID of the target sink in the
acknowledgement (ACK) frame. The notification
information will be kept on being propagated to upstream nodes until it arrives at all source nodes. This
implicit notification ensures that the feedbacks will be
successfully received by the source nodes. The
AIMD-like source reporting rate regulation policy is
defined as
⎧ Ri (t ) + Δri , Ri (t ) < Rmax , Cg = 0,
⎪
Ri (t + Δti ) = ⎨ Ri (t ),
Ri (t ) = Rmax , Cg = 0,
⎪
Cg = 1,
⎩ Rmin i ,

(7)

where Rmin i is the tolerable minimal reporting rate for
the node with priority i, i is the priority level selected
by the node for its packets, Δri is a constant for rate
increment, Δti is a constant for update interval, and
Rmax is the default reporting rate. For the priority set P,
if ∀i, j∈P, i<j, it is required that Δri≤Δrj, Δti≥Δtj,
Rmin ≤Rmin . This indicates that higher important
packets will receive preferential control treatment as
compared with lower important packets. All these
values can be determined based on a few initial experiments via simulation and can be set before the
deployment is in full-fledged operation.
Since such a traffic control approach may degrade the application fidelity to some extent, we can
use the piecewise linear approximation technique,
such as the PLAMLiS algorithm (Liu et al., 2007), to
approximate the originally collected data series. This
operation is applied by each source node to the latest
sensory data of its own. More representative data
samples will be selected by the node as event reports
sent to the sink to prevent the loss of so much fidelity.
i

j

4 Simulation and analysis

We evaluated the performance of the CADA by
means of simulation performed with the ns-2 simulator (http://nsnam.isi.edu/nsnam/index.php/Main_
Page). In the simulation, we adopted the energy
model given in Heinzelman et al. (2002) for sending
and receiving data with length l bits when d is the
distance between transmitter and receiver:

⎧⎪l ⋅ ( Eelec + ε fs ⋅ d 2 ), d < d 0 ,
ETx (l , d ) = ⎨
4
⎪⎩l ⋅ ( Eelec + ε mp ⋅ d ), d ≥ d 0 ,
ERx (l ) = l ⋅ Eelec ,

(8)
(9)

where Eelec is the electronics energy, εfs·d2 and εmp·d4
are the amplifier energy in the free space and in the
multi-path fading environment respectively, and d0 is
a distance threshold that depends on the environment.
The data correlation between nodes i and j was set
according to the power exponential model given in
Vuran and Akyildiz (2006):

C (i, j ) = exp((−dij / θ1 )θ2 ), θ1 > 0, θ 2 ∈ (0, 2]. (10)
The fidelity provided by H data source nodes for
the same event (Zhao et al., 2007) was calculated as
H
⎡
⎛
f = 1 − ⎢ S − ∑ ⎜ d mk
m =1 ⎝
⎣

H

∑d
n =1

k
n

⎞
k
⎟ ⋅ X m ⋅ dm
⎠

⎤
S ⎥ . (11)
⎦

The simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.
4.1 Performance evaluation

The effect of reducing source traffic by representative node selection was studied in the first set of
experiments. A total of N sensor nodes were assumed
to be uniformly deployed in a 500 m×500 m square
area, with the target event in the center. As shown in
Fig. 4, about half of the nodes (i.e., nodes in the event
area) worked as data sources if no control operation
was applied (Ct=1). By executing the proposed node
selection algorithm, the total number of data source
nodes could be greatly reduced with the decrease of Ct,
especially when the node density is relatively high.
To study the effect on the data fidelity, we randomly chose a representative node in the experiments
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Parameter
Sensing range (m)
Transmission range (m)
MAC protocol
MAC header size (bytes)
Buffer capacity (packets)
Bandwidth (Mbits/s)
Packet size (bytes)
Traffic type
Eelec (nJ/bit)
εfs (pJ·m2/bit)
εmp (pJ·m4/bit)
Dt (m)
d0 (m)
θ1
θ2
σ2/S

Value
200
100
CSMA
8
10
2
30
Constant bit rate
50
10
0.0013
200
75
100
1
1E−20

tions, we found that a channel utilization of about
80% is where the channel saturates (Fig. 7) and suffers from frequent collisions between the neighboring
nodes. Considering the time required for the network
to take some actions to alleviate congestion, a channel
utilization threshold of about 70% was used (Wan
et al., 2005) in the subsequent network simulations.
Representative nodes report

100

All nodes report

99
Fidelity (%)

Table 1 Common parameters used in all the experiments

98
97
96
95
94
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50

Experiment index

2

2000
N=500
N=1000
N=2000
N=5000

1500
1000

1

01.00

0

3

4

500
0.97

0.94

0.91

0.88

0.85

0.82

Correlation threshold

Fig. 4 Number of representative nodes vs. correlation
threshold

with network size N=2000. Fig. 5 shows the comparison of data fidelity provided by a chosen node
without and with its correlated neighbors (Ct=0.82). It
is easy to know from Fig. 5 that source traffic can be
reduced properly without much degradation of data
fidelity. Due to the uncertainty of signal noise, a single representative node may even provide more accurate data results in some cases. The cost incurred by
this algorithm is negligible compared to that saved
from reduced source traffic.
An important step in congestion detection is to
determine the congestion threshold at which control
mechanisms should be started. It is easier to predefine
a threshold for the buffer (e.g., 70% in this paper) than
for the channel, since the latter is highly dependent on
system capacity. Thus, the second set of experiments
was performed on a simple 5-node cross topology
(Wan et al., 2003), as shown in Fig. 6. In the simula-

Fig. 6 A wireless network topology for measuring channel utilization
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Fig. 5 Comparison of data fidelity achieved
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Fig. 7 Channel load measured at node 0

In the third set of experiments, different congestion scenarios were created by manual routing.
Event spots were located at least 15 hops away from
the target sink. The volume of source traffic was adjusted by tuning Ct. Traffic hotspots were formed at
an intermediate node by traffic flows from 4 different
event areas. Firstly, intersection congestion scenarios
were formed by deploying 2 sinks at different locations. We compared CADA with TARA (Kang et al.,
2007) and NOCC (no congestion control). Fig. 8a
plots the delivery ratio under a different offered load
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The traffic priorities were set as high (RminS1=67
packets/s), middle (RminS2=RminS3=50 packets/s) and
low (RminS4=40 packets/s). The throughput results for
each traffic flow are plotted in Fig. 9a. We can observe that despite the fact that sources reduced their
reporting rates for alleviating congestion, the rate
never fell below the preset minimum rate. Meanwhile,
CADA tries to provide differential delivery service
for the different traffic by stimulating a proactive
action at each source. In this way, smooth network
operation is maintained without many energy-costly
drops (Fig. 9b) or low delays for all packets are
achieved (Fig. 9c). Though in CADA the total network throughput may be reduced to some extent by
the traffic control method, we argue that it is worth
while performing congestion alleviation operations as
stated above. Besides, an end user should remember
not to subscribe to so many data services that the
overall traffic load may exceed the practical network
capacity. Otherwise, he or she must suffer some
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Fig. 8 (a) Delivery ratio, (b) bit energy consumption,
and (c) average per-hop delay vs. source reporting
interval
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for each strategy. Both CADA and TARA can alleviate the congestion effectively. Since only one detour path was created in the simulations, both
schemes’ performance degraded somewhat when the
load was so high that the original path got saturated
again. However, CADA delivered much more packets
than TARA. This is because a multiplexing path is
created in TARA mainly based on the candidate
node’s congestion level, which cannot completely
eliminate the interference between the original and
the detour paths. The inter-path interferences lead to
more packet loss and frequent link-layer retransmission, which in turn reduces the link transmission capacity. By contrast, CADA minimizes the inferences
by setting up detour paths two hops away from the
traffic hotspot. Thus, CADA also consumed the
lowest energy (Fig. 8b) and achieved the lowest average per-hop delay (Fig. 8c) compared to TARA and
NOCC. Secondly, only one sink was used to create
convergence congestion scenarios in the network.
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Fig. 9 (a) Throughput at sources, (b) bit energy consumption, and (c) average per-hop delay vs. source reporting
interval
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possible data fidelity degradation due to the network
congestion. We have also proposed to use the piecewise linear approximation technique to reduce the
effect of such degradation of data fidelity so as to
present more accurate data to end users.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a congestion control
scheme CADA for congestion avoidance, detection
and alleviation in wireless sensor networks. The key
objective is to provide high transmission quality for
the data traffic under conditions of congestion. The
scheme comprises three main mechanisms. Firstly, it
attempts to suppress the source traffic from event area
by carefully selecting a set of representative nodes to
be data sources. Secondly, the onset of congestion is
indicated in a timely way by jointly checking buffer
occupancy and channel utilization. Lastly, the network attempts to alleviate congestion in the traffic
hotspot by either resource control or traffic control,
which is dependent on the specific congestion condition. The ns-2-based simulation has confirmed the
advantages of CADA and demonstrated significant
performance improvements over existing schemes.
In the future, we hope to extend the proposed
CADA scheme to take into account some dynamic
behaviors of the network, such as node mobility and
link failure. We also plan to extensively investigate
CADA performance on our sensor network test-bed
ProNet (Du et al., 2007).
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